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Abstract 
HF-1 well of Pengye is a sidetracking horizontal well for shale gas development, the directional segment of the well is long, high 
requirements for well trajectory control of the directional segment in construction process. In allusion to the features and 
challenges of this well drilling, this paper introduces the application of slide steering drilling system and rotary steerable drilling 
system in this well, including analyzing all these tool basic principle, the characteristics and field application. The analysis shows 
that using different angel screw drill tool can meet the needs of increasing hole angle, steadying hole angle and adjusting the 
orientation; Adoption of EZ-Pilot steerable rotary system solves the problem of remarkable resistance and low degree of hole 
cleanness in long horizontal section, and satisfies the requirement of drilling and completion of the well. The system also shows 
the desirable performance in improving ROP and hole quality. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of Geological Engineering Drilling Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, as an unconventional energy, shale gas has been successfully developed in USA and Canada, etc. 
Global drilling and completion technique of shale gas is quite mature. Although China possesses significant reserves 
of shale gas, but is still in the early stage of commercial exploitation. Through development of shale gas could relief 
China’s demand of natural gas, which is also an important way to ensure national energy security. HF-1 well of 
Pengye, deployed in the southeast region of Sichuan province by Sinopec, is a shale gas horizontal well in marine 
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formation, which is a sidetracking horizontal well basing on vertical HF-1 well of Pengye. Drilled formations exist 
big dip, staggered formation between hard and soft, large lithological variation, poor drillability and so on, while the 
well itself has been designed with long directional segment. All of above problems require high quality wellbore 
trajectory control. Therefore, in process of construction, diverse drilling technical services provided by Halliburton, 
such as directional drilling, logging while drilling and oil-based drilling fluid, have been adopted. On the basis of 
foreign advanced technologies and experiences, through analyzing structures, characters, advantages and 
disadvantages of this adopted directional drilling tools, and through analyzing and evaluating performance of 
wellbore trajectory control, developing horizontal wellbore trajectory control technologies suiting to China’s own 
shale gas well will significantly accelerate our development of shale gas exploration. 
2. Steering Drilling Technology 
2.1. Status of Steering Drilling Technology 
The key of directional drilling technology is directional drilling tool. Directional drilling technology has 
undergone three stages: conventional directional drilling, steering drilling and rotary steerable drilling. Conventional 
directional drilling applied whipstock or bit + straight downhole motor + bending sub to implement deflecting and 
well trajectory adjustment, while well trajectory control mainly depend on changes in BHA structures and 
parameters, whose purpose is leading the trajectory along predesigned borehole axis to the target layer. 
Conventional directional drilling had poor performance in operating efficiency and directional accuracy. Since early 
1960s, with the application of approximately 0.5° fixed elbow downhole motor driven bit for directional well 
drilling, here came the era of steering drilling, and after that, ground adjustable bent housing motor was also 
researched and started application. In the mid-1990s, rotary steering drilling system could achieve continuous 
rotation of drill pipe, provide three-dimensional directional wellbore trajectory, and also processed significant 
advantages, which cut off numerable challenges, including hole cleaning, wellbore quality, continuous rotation, 
improving ROP and drilling extended reach well. However, rotary steering drilling system has much higher costs 
than mud motor. Presently international service companies in oil and gas filed like Baker Hughes, Schlumberger and 
Halliburton have respectively construct of their own rotary steering drilling system: AutoTrak Rotary Closed-loop 
Drilling System, Power Drive Modulation Full-Rotary Steerable Drilling System and Geo-Pilot Automatic Rotary 
Steerable Drilling System[1,2]. 
2.2. Steerable Drilling Tools Applied in HF-1 Well of Pengye 
HF-1 well of Pengye applied slide steerable drilling system and EZ-Pilot rotary steerable drilling system of 
Halliburton under the process of directional drilling. 
 (1) Slide Steerable Drilling System 
Slide steerable drilling system applied high efficiency bit + single bend screw + upper hole assembly to realize 
continuous wellbore trajectory control, and applied sliding or sliding and rotatory alternately drilling to achieve 
drilling from vertical section to inclined section. This technology changed deviation angle and well azimuth by 
sliding guide tools to control well trajectory. On the other hand, using sliding and rotatory drilling alternately to 
control well trajectory, to some extent, could improve operating efficiency and directional accuracy. Its working 
principle is during drilling, upper drilling pipe has ceased rotation while the drilling bit is still rotating at the well 
bottom with bended shell pointing to predetermined tool face. However in this mode, drill string clings to bottom 
edge of wellbore, which can easily bring about drilling fluids around drill string flowing uniformly, which can also 
weaken the ability of carrying cuttings, forming cuttings bed, increasing risk of sticking, at the same time easily 
forming a spiral borehole. Moreover, sliding drilling, with large sliding friction, will reduce driving force added to 
the bit, thereby may reduce ROP and increase sticking possibility of differential pressure. Fig. 1 is the structural 
view of screw drilling tool. 
(2) EZ-Pilot Rotary Steerable Drilling System 
The EZ-Pilot system was developed in collaboration with JNOC (Japan National Oil Company), is a point rotary 
steerable drilling system. The Geo-Pilot system allows rotation of the drill string while steering the well path to the 
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desired location. It not only extends the length of reservoir sections but also places the wellbore in the optimum 
position, which is Consisting of outer cylinder, spindles, control system, near-bit inclination and azimuth angle, near 
bit gamma sensor (from drill bit 1m), and ground transceiver instruction. It is composed by biasing mechanism 
between not rotating outer cylinder and rotary axis. This biasing mechanism contains two controllable eccentric 
rings, one of which is located inside the other. Two rings together drive shaft deviated from the center of drilling 
tool, causing drill bit deflect, so as to provide an inconsistent inclination with borehole axis, achieving full rotation 
of the steering drilling mode[3,4]. Fig. 2 is the eccentric principle of the EZ-Pilot system. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Structural View of Screw Drilling Toll 
 
Compared with conventional steering tools, it has following advantages: ķIn long horizontal wellbore section, 
sliding steering drilling always has the problem that drill string exerting the pressure to bit is smaller, in contrast, 
rotary steerable tools perform much better. ĸBorehole cleanness gets improved. Because drill string of rotary 
steerable system is always in the state of rotary, being helpful of cuttings carrying, and the equivalent drilling mud 
density at the well bottom is not as flexible as screw drill string. ĹTool face can be adjusted conveniently and 
accurately. This is because rotary steerable system changes tool face by adjusting distantly near-bit eccentric ring. 
ĺ Higher rotate speed of drill string that could be applied to improve ROP. 
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Fig. 2 Eccentric Principle of the EZ-Pilot System 
3. Studies on Field Application 
HF-1 well of Pengye’s depth is from KOP (1540.00m) to finished drilling (3446.00m). Cumulative footage is 
1906.00m. There were 15 times drilling with once tripping for drifting and seven times plugging [5]. Nine drilling 
bits, two Φ172mm screw drilling tools, EZ-Pilot 850 and Geo-Pilot7600 rotary steerable drilling system were been 
used. The structure of this well was displayed in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Fig. 3 Well Profile of HF-1 
Production casing˖139.7mmh3436m 
Bit˖215.9mmh3446m 
Three drilling open hole section 
KOP 1540m Cement back to surface 
Bit˖444.5mmh86.16m 
Bit˖311.1mmh893.78m 
Surface casing˖339.7mmh82.16m 
intermediate casing˖244.5mmh889.79m 
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3.1. Well Trajectory Control Technology 
Sidetracking section: 1540.00 m̚1594.00 m, there were 2 times drilling by using 1.83e adjustable camber 
screw drilling tool, and successful sidetrack once. 
Steady inclined section: 1594.00m̚1884.00 m, there were 6 times drilling, using screw drilling tools have 3 
times which control well trajectory accurately, using Rotary Steerable Drilling System have 3 times which was all 
failure, when tripping out the rotary steerable system, metal strips is exposed partly, and then using screw drilling 
tool with 1.5°camber. 
Building section: 1884.00 m̚2426.00 m, there were 3 times drilling, while deviation angle up to 35e, using 
Rotary Steerable Drilling System which played a big advantage, drilling to target A successfully. 
Steady inclined section: 2426.00 m̚3446.00 m, which was drilling in Longmaxi formation, this section need 
geo-steering, Rotary Steerable Drilling System control well trajectory successfully. 
Fig. 4 is the practical hole trajectory and designed track of well Pengye HF-1 partly. 
 
Fig. 4 The Practical Hole Trajectory and Designed Track of Well Pengye HF-1 Partly 
3.2. Screw Drilling Technology 
Screw drilling technology played a excellent role in HF-1 well of Pengye, using 6 times in this well, and 
cumulative footage was 478m, net drilling time was 300.67h.Average ROP was 1.59m/h, successfully completing 
the task of well trajectory control. This technology showed the following characteristics: ķ stable performance, ĸ 
strong adoption to adjust camber, Ĺcombination of sidle drilling and composite drilling can satisfy the needs of 
wellbore trajectory control, ĺ strong ability in steadying angle, building angle and adjusting azimuth. 
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3.3. Rotary Steerable Drilling Technology 
HF-1 well of Pengye using rotary steerable drilling tools had 9 times, where EZ-Pilot 850 rotary steerable drilling 
tool had 8 times and Geo-Pilot 7600 rotary steerable drilling tool had once. Cumulative footage is 1422.00 m. Net 
drilling time is 254.41h. Average ROP is 5.59 m/h. Except first three times failed to complete drilling task, the 
following six times all acquire good drilling results. EZ-Pilot 850 rotary steerable drilling tool using in this well 
were several main parameters: outside diameter is 171mm, inside diameter is 50.8 mm. Designed dog leg is 8e
/30m. Max rotary torque is 18.71kNЬm. Rotate speed range is 30̚280 r/min. Max flow rate is 88.32 L/s. Max work 
time is 7d. And battery max time is 5d. Fig. 5 is average ROP comparison between slide steering drilling tools and 
rotary steerable drilling tools. The wellbore of using rotary steerable drilling system is quite smooth with small 
degree dogleg, effectively reducing the friction. Under actual drilling, trip friction is about 150KN-250KN. Applied 
drilling design software combining with BHA and find out this wellbore actual friction coefficient is 0.21 for 
borehole and 0.14 for casing, which implied that using rotary steerable system significantly reduced the friction, as 
the fig. 6 showed. At the same time, because of smooth wellbore and small degree dogleg completed drilling section, 
cuttings of from shale shaker continuously return with regular sizes, so the cleanliness of borehole was better.  
 
Fig. 5 Average ROP Comparison 
 
Rotary steerable tool applied in this well had the following characteristics: ķhigher ROP, ĸaccurate wellbore 
trajectory control, Ĺimproved wellbore situation, ĺ lower drilling risk. 
Analyzing the failures of rotary steerable drilling tool are: first failure is caused by rotary steerable drilling tool 
can’t get rid of stick-slip vibration, therefore part of the circuit failure. The second time was a working error that is 
without making the entire electronic circuit tools test. The third time was due to not rotating sleeve’s supporting part 
cannot grasp formation tidily, resulting irregular rotation which made unstable rotary steerable tool face unable to 
building angle enough. Table 1 is the three problems analysis of rotary steerable system. 
Table 1 Three Problems Analysis of Rotary Steerable System 
No Rotary steerable system 
Drilling 
section/m 
Drilling 
depth/m 
Deviation 
rate/°/30m 
Azimuth 
rate/°/30m 
The effect of 
drilling 
The purpose 
of drilling 
1 EZ-Pilot850 1594̚1612 18 -1.77 11.72 drop incline and increase azimuth 
increase 
incline and 
drop azimuth 
2 EZ-Pilot850 1739̚1745 6 -0.70 0.70 drop incline and increase azimuth 
increase 
incline and 
drop azimuth 
3 Geo-Pilot7600 1818̚1884 66 0.02 3.15 drop incline and increase azimuth 
increase 
incline 
1.59m/h 
5.59m/h 
0 
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Fig. 6 Analysis on Friction Drag 
 
4. Conclusions 
Applying rational wellbore trajectory control technology, HF-1 well of Pengye obtained desired results of 
trajectory control. Its characteristics showed as following: 
(1) Chose rational screw drilling assembly of sidetrack section with a successful sidetrack. 
(2) Screw drilling tools with a variety of chamber could meet the needs of building angle, steadying angle and 
adjusting azimuth, and could control wellbore trajectory well. 
(3) EZ-Pilot850, Geo-Pilot7600 rotary steerable drilling tools played bad performance in controlling trajectory 
when inclined angle of the well was small and formation was hard. 
(4) EZ-Pilot850 rotary steerable drilling tools had great technological advantages at large inclined angle section, 
like strong ability of building, dropping and steadying angle and adjusting azimuth. It can also substantially increase 
ROP, and perfectly control trajectory, which solved problems of conventional building tools, as large friction and 
low borehole cleanliness, while drilling horizontal section of long horizontal well. 
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